PDM Integrator
Design Management
PDM Integrator extends the Model Manager solution into
a multi-CAD heterogeneous environment. In addition to
the CoCreate design suite applications, PDM Integrator
supports,






Solidworks®
SolidEdge®
Creo Parametric®
autodesk Inventor®
autodesk AutoCAD®

This solution provides design teams the ability to create,
change, up issue and stores their design data in a
managed and controlled environment.

However, Model Manager is a highly configurable
product, which can be tailored to meet specific customer
business requirements such as
 auto-part and document numbering
 MRP integration
 Specialized report generation
 WEB based remote access
 Legacy data import
PDM Integrator for Model Manager provides a valuable
and time saving fourth dimension to any engineering
CAD installation.

Engineering Change Management
Designed to optimise engineering change life cycles and
permissions by applying access control list business rules
for,
 Release States
 Up Issuing / New Revisions
 User / Group privileges
 Access Control Lists
Increased Productivity
Projects with large amounts of design data are managed
by a powerful set of features to greatly increase
workgroup productivity, and provide mechanisms to aid
ISO9000 control and traceability.
Model Manager saves valuable time by answering such
questions as:
 Where is this part or assembly used?
 When was the data last modified and by who?
 What models, drawings and documents are used
on this project and who is working with them?
 What is the current status of a part, assembly,
drawing or document?
And eliminates the need to ask:
 Where is the drawing and model for this part
stored?
 Can I update this part or assembly?
Concurrent Engineering
Users can share data between design teams and
individuals simultaneously using Model Managers project
management folder capabilities.
Bill of Materials
PDM Integrator has a facility to leverage BOM structures
directly from the 3D CAD data structure into Model
Manager.
Out of the Box
This solution is available out of the box without the
usual extensive consulting overhead associated with
other Design Management and PDM systems.
www.csi-europe.com

Office Document Management
Each PDM Integrator license includes a free of charge
license of PDM Anydocs.
PDM Anydocs extends the support of Model Manager to
include other MS Windows file types such as Word, Excel
and PowerPoint. In fact this integration will support
most Windows applications that create single physical
types applying the same business rules and change
control, as you would for your 2D and 3D Data.
PTC’s CoCreate Model Manager
PDM Integrator and PDM Anydocs are both add-on
modules for Model Manager. For further information on
Model Manager please refer to the PTC web site
www.PTC.com
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